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WATER- AWARENESS IN TUCSON, ARIZONA: A CASE STUDY

by

Kebba Buckley
University of Arizona

INTRODUCTION

In this country and elsewhere, there is an increasingly pressing need for efficient use of pot-
able water. In areas with surface water supplies, the costs of energy and technology for conveying
water from river to reservoir to point of use are increasing. In areas where the primary potable wa-
ter source is groundwater, pumping in excess of the recharge rate is common; these areas face the need
to either increase supply or reduce demand. Especially in arid and semiarid areas, increasing water
supply involves the construction of engineering works and the concomnitant direct construction costs,
indirect environmental costs, and deferred energy costs of maintaining the system. Reducing demand
may involve either the reduction of per capita consumption or population reduction --the latter being a
controversial issue at present. State legislation, local ordinances, and information campaigns aimed
at water consumers are major tools for reducing demand. As the energy crisis worsens and the costs of
construction inflate, reduction of demand begins to be an increasingly attractive alternative to the
"Technological Fix."

Decrease in demand, assuming no decrease in population, ultimately lies with changes in consumer
use patterns. A major issue is the question of which consumer sector -- municipal (homes and busi-
nesses), industrial, or agricultural -- should make what changes. Basically, in every sector, the only
way to reduce demand is for individual decision -makers to use water more efficiently for existing func-
tions and cut down on less important functions that require water. In the municipal sector, two major
tools available for reducing individual demand are pricing techniques and information campaigns. Pric-
ing techniques of various types all directly or indirectly raise the consumer's per- unit -volume cost
of using water, causing individuals to decide to spend less by using less. Information campaigns, in
contrast, try to raise the individual's awareness of water supply limitations and urge conservation as
a practice that is good in and of itself, or for the community good, due to the limited supply of the
resource. Information campaigns may also try to raise consumer awareness of the increasing costs of
maintaining an ever -increasing water supply for the community, thus informing individuals that saving
water now will reduce costs later. The operating assumption is that raised awareness can cause behav-
ioral changes and thus ultimately reduce demand. Although this linkage is not well established
(Saarinen, 1980), the information campaign is a popular, relatively inexpensive tool which can be im-
plemented with less controversy than pricing measures.

The present research employs the premise that information campaigns have potential, albeit un-
measured as yet, to help reduce aggregate water demand by raising individual consumer awareness and
thus persuading the consumer to reduce his /her water use. The focus in this study is on the residen-
tial water user and his /her concepts of water use. This pilot survey was conducted in Tucson, Arizona,
among persons who live both within the City's water delivery area and also within the City limits.
The overall purpose of the pilot study was to look at Tucsonans' awareness of the City's water supply
situation and provide findings which could be incorporated into an effective information campaign by
the City. Five objectives were pursued: (1) to identify specific conceptions and misconceptions, my-
opic and not, (2) to explore the importance people assign to the problem of providing Tucson's water
supply, (3) to explore how people feel about the effectiveness of present information systems, (4) to
determine which medium /media people feel is /are the best for getting information across, and (5) to
determine whether or not people feel they can affect (a) water management policies as voters or (b) the
water -supply /demand problem by changing their own use patterns.

SURVEY METHODOLOGY

In order to meet the design objectives, nine hypotheses were developed, keyed individually to the
five objectives. The hypotheses are given in Figure 1. A questionnaire was then developed (Figure 2)
to test the hypotheses. After an informal pretest, in spring 1979, a random -dot grid was used to gen-
erate a pilot sample of 100 locations within the Tucson City limits and within the City's water deliv-
ery area. A door -to -door survey was then conducted by the researcher, at households corresponding to
the map locations, excluding households which did not receive an individual water bill (i.e., rented
apartments, etc.). Responses were recorded on the questionnaire forms and coded after all interviews
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were complete.

Figure 1. Experimental Hypotheses

HYPOTHESES OBJECTIVES
1. People are myopic in their conceptions of the water situation and of their 1

own knowledge and awareness.
a. People believe they have enough information to comfortably make decisions

on bond issues.
b. People conceptualize water supply and their own consumption simplistically- -

they see no further than their tap --water is a delivered utility.
c. People believe Tucsonans are appropriately concerned about water issues.
d. People are satisfied with what they know about water, yet they have spe-

cific misconceptions.

2. People assign water issues less- than -vital /moderate importance. 2

a. Water supply is not considered the most important water -related issue in
Pima County.

b. Water issues are not considered important in electing officials.
c. People can't remember the water and sewer related issues from the July 25,

1978 bond election.
d. People note their water consumption in monetary terms, not in volumetric

terms.

3. Information can change use patterns. 3

4. People feel that there may be enough information available to voters on bond 3

issues, but it is not easy to find; accessibility is perceived as a problem.

5. Information is failing to reach some people. 3

a. Some people haven't heard of Beat -the -Peak.
b. Some people don't know who to call for water information.

6. Newspaper and TV are the best and second -best media for water information 4

dissemination due to (a) breadth of audience (both) and (b) the opportunity
to have and study one's own copy of the information (paper).

7. Water bill causes more water- related thinking than usual (thus a potentially 4

good information medium)?

8. People do not feel they can affect City of Tucson water management policies 5

as voters.

9. People do not feel they can affect the water supply /demand problem by changing 5

their own use patterns.

Figure 2. Final Questionnaire

Interview No.

Hi. I'm from the University Water Resources program. My name is Kebba Buckley, and I am helping with

research on water, looking at how well information is getting around and how people think about water.
I would be very grateful if you could take a few minutes to answer some questions about water issues
for me.

1. Would you say people in Tucson are

overly concerned
appropriately concerned or

not concerned enough about water issues?

2. What would you say are the most important water -related issues in Pima County?

3. Do you consider water issues important in electing officials?
yes
no

don't know

4. Do you receive a water bill?
__yes

no If no, "Thank you very much for your time"
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5. (if yes) from the City of Tucson or a private company?
_City

Private If Private, "Thank you very much for your time"

6. Are you registered to vote here in Tucson?
yes
no If not yes, "Thank you very much for your time"

_don't know
not eligible

_registered elsewhere
eligible but not registered

7. Do you feel that as a voter, you can affect the City of Tucson's water management policies?
_yes

no

don't know

8. Did you vote in the July 25 bond election?
_yes

no

not here long enough

9. What water and sewer related issues were you happy or unhappy to see on the ballot in the bond
election?

(water)

--(sanitary sewers)
(storm sewers)
(don't remember issues)

10. What do you feel an informed voter should know about Tucson's water supply?

11. If you wanted some water supply information, who would you contact?
( don't know)

12. Have you heard of Tucson's Beat- the -Peak program?
yes

no

13. (If yes) do you feel it's a worthwhile program?
_yes

no

conments)

14. Do you feel the program has affected your water use?
_,yes

no

not sure

15. (If so) how would you say your use has changed? What do you do differently now?

16. Do you feel that you can affect the water supply /demand problem by changing your own use patterns?
_yes

no

not sure

Some people feel they get enough information on water -related issues to know as much as they would
like. Other people feel they do not get enough information to know as much as they would like.

17. Do you know as much as you would like to about water concerns or would you like to know more?
satisfied
want to know more
not sure

This project is trying to find out about the availability of information and the ease of obtaining
it.

18. Would you say there is
too much
enough or

not enough information on water -related issues available to voters in this county?
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19. Would you say it is easy or hard for a voter to get enough information to decide on a water or
sewer bond issue?

easy
hard
don't know

20. For you, what would be the most convenient medium for the City to use to offer more water -related

information?

21. Through which of these would you say you hear the most about water?
TV

_radio
newspapers
bumper stickers
billboards
public meetings
pamphlets mailed to you by City and others
other

22. On the day you receive your water bill, do you think about water
_about as much as usual or

more than usual

23. If more, what thoughts do you have?
( cost)
(- volume)

24. On the day you pay your water bill, do you think about water
about as much as usual or

more than usual

25. If more, what thoughts do you have?
( cost)

(- volume)

We have several questions about what kinds of information ought to be made available to newcomers,
since so many people come to Tucson each month from areas which may have very different water
situations.

26. If a newcomer to Arizona wanted to know where most of the water goes after it rains here, what
should he or she be told?

don't know
answer

27. What should a newcomer be told about where the City of Tucson gets its water supply?
don't know
answer

28. What should a newcomer be told about how the City of Tucson handles wastewater?
don't know
answer

29. Some people say there are some underground streams in Arizona and some people say there are none.

What would you say?
_some

- -don't
none

know

30. Some people say Tucson has a water shortage. Would you say

there is no shortage
there is some shortage or

there is a serious shortage

31. (If some or serious) do you have any idea of when it might run out?

32. If the City of Tucson's ground -water supplies ran out, do you feel it would affect you?

yes
no

not sure

33. (If yes) how might it affect you? What do you visualize happening?
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_not sure
answer

34. If all the wells and rivers in Pima County went dry permanently, what should the City of Tucson do
for water supply?
_don't know

answer

The next three questions consist of the beginnings of sentences which I would like you to complete.
Just finish each sentence with whatever comes into your mind, no matter what your thought is. Try

to think about life rather than just water.

35. I believe that luck . . .

36. In making progress, man has . .

37. The solution of environmental problems is .

38. Which group do you feel uses the most water in Pima County, compared to the other two groups?
homes and businesses

mines
`agriculture

don't know

39. Which group do you feel uses the least water in Pima County, compared to the other two groups?
homes and businesses

mines
-agriculture
don't know

40. How long have you been in Tucson? _

41. When you think of the amount of water your household uses each month, do you think of
a number of dollars or

42. a number of CCF or both

or neither?

The last three questions are for statistical purposes. It will help us if you answer, but if you
prefer not to answer, feel free to say so.

43. Which yearly income group would you say your household is in?
up to 58000
$8001 to $15,000
$15,001 to $20,000
$20,001 to $30,000

- S30,001 to $40,000
over $40,000

44. In formal education, did you complete
none

_.primary school
secondary school

college _some college
more than four years of college

45. Which of the following age groups are you in?
18 -30

31 -40

- 41 -50

51 -60

over 60

Thank you for your time and help!

To be filled out by interviewer subsequent to interview:

46. Respondent's gender
male
female
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47. Respondent's ethnicity:
Anglo

_Chicano
Indian
Black American

_Foreign

48. Respondent's yard:
_desert landscaping or undeveloped

lawn and vegetation needing watering
mixed

49. Address

DATA ANALYSIS

The very purpose of conducting a pilot study is, in a sense, to conduct a "fishing expedition ", and
provide information on both the methodology and the population studied, in preparation for a larger
study with more closed -type questions. This was at once the strength and the weakness of the experi-

ment. Starting with a broad range of questions, many of them entirely open (i.e., "What do you think
about . . . ? "), a broad range of answers was naturally garnered. These answers included not only a

broad range across the axis of expected answers, according to the intended meaning of the questions,
but also answers which, from the experimenter's viewpoint, really answered a different question than the
one asked. Certainly many of these answers approached questions from a very different angle than had

been anticipated.

A basic problem was encountered as the data analysis began. Despite the reduction of verbal re-

sponses to perhaps nine categories for each question, data for different questions were not parallel.
Some response sets were nominal -type data, some ordinal, and some interval. Identifying dependent vari-

ables against which to measure other response sets was difficult, as the original survey instrument de-
sign was not sufficiently coordinated. While the individual questions provided interesting response
patterns, it was difficult to establish linkages between them. Very few significant (P =.05 or less)

correlations between variables were found. Of the correlations that appeared statistically significant,
the so- called significance for some was caused by the extreme skew of the data in one of the variables
(i.e., 97% said "yes" and 3% said "no "). Therefore, the results of the data analysis stage of the ex-
periment contain few references to correlation among variables, and the primary information given is
that which is culled from the simple majority (in percent) response, question by question. Comment is

made on whether most people's responses appear to support or contradict the hypotheses, but due to the
constraints discussed above, this commentary is of course of a general nature.

Hypothesis 1 relates to aspects of perceptual myopia and states that "people are myopic in their
conceptions of the water situation and of their own knowledge and awareness." This idea was pursued as

four sub -hypotheses. Of the four sub -hypotheses, two (lb, lc) were well supported by the data, and one
(1d) was partially supported.

Hypothesis la: People believe they have enough information to comfortably make decisions on bond

issues. This hypothesis is not supported by the data; mode answers to Question 15 (Q15) indicate peo-
p i would like to have more information (711 but feel not enough is available (Q16, 481, or it is
hard to find (58', Q17). Of those who responded concerning both amount of information available (Q16)
and difficulty of getting it (Q17), 50 said there is not enough and it is hard to get; 20" said there

is enough but it is hard to get; 2.5 said there is not enough information, but that little is easy to

get. Thus, 72.5 are unhappy with either information accessibility or the amount of information avail-
able. The remaining 27.5°' said there is enough information, and it is easy to get. Response differ-

ences between those satisfied with their knowledge and those who want to know more are discussed later,
with regard to Hypothesis Id.

Hypothesis lb: People conceptualize water supply and their own consumption simplistically --they

see no further than their tap --water is a delivered utility. First, it was revealing to look at what

people felt an informed voter should know about Tucson's water supply (Q9). Forty -nine percent gave

facts or named kinds of information voters should have, such as rate of water table decline. Twenty -one

percent said they didn't know, and 14 said an informed voter should know about rates. Ten percent em-

phatically replied "everything!" or The Truth ", apparently actually answering the question, "what
should an informed voter be allowed to know about Tucson's water supply ?" Three percent answered with

misconceptions. When asked where Tucson's water supply comes from (Q26), 8 of those responding with

facts answered in informed detail, 75 said "from the ground ", 14 gave partially true answers, and 3

gave misconceptions. Two questions, Q31 and Q32, addressed the individual's relation to supply.
Ninety -three percent said a ground -water supply run -out would affect them (Q31), 4 said it can't hap-

pen, 2 said no, and 1 was unsure. When asked how such a run -out would affect them, 5 were unsure.

Forty percent said there would be a water shortage, 11 said the cost of water would go up, and only 28

said there would be no water. The final supply question, Q33, asked "If all the wells and rivers in
Pima County went dry permanently, what should the City of Tucson do for water supply ?" Seventeen
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percent said they did not know, and 5% rejected the question, saying planning and prevention were the
answers. Four percent said water harvesting and recycling should be used, 6% said prayer or rain dances
might be used, and 5% said it would be too late for effective action and one should move away. The mode
group (55 %), however, said Tucson should import water, and 26% specifically cited the Colorado River as
the best source. Thirteen percent specified the Central Arizona Project as the solution. Answers to
these questions on water supply indicate that many people are thinking simplistically about Tucson's wa-
ter supply situation. Many people have partial concepts of the working "water realities ", and a few
people have clear misconceptions. Simplicity is also characteristic of people's thoughts about their
monthly water consumption: most people think of it in terms of cost. The responses to three questions,
Q22, Q24, and Q38, illustrate this. In Q22, of those who think about water more when their water bill
arrives, 12% have volume- related thoughts, 66% have cost -related thoughts, and 22% have both. In Q24,
of those who think about water more when they pay their water bill, none have just volume -related
thoughts, 73T have cost -related thoughts, and 27% have both.

Hypothesis lc: People believe Tucsonans are appropriately concerned about water issues. Q2 di-
rectly addressed this sub -hypothesis, and results confirm it: 55% of respondents say they feel Tucson -
ans are appropriately concerned about water issues. The second largest thought group, however, 29 %,
feels Tucsonans are not concerned enough. The third group, 11 %, feels Tucsonans are overly concerned.

Hypothesis ld: People are satisfied with what they know about water, yet they have specific mis-
conceptions. The first part of this hypothesis is not supported by the data, as only 26% say they are
satisfied (Q15), and 71% say they want to know more. The question then arises, is this 26% a distinct
thought -group with characteristic responses to other questions? Could the hypothesis be correct for
this thought -group? First (Table 1), when asked how much water information is available (Q16), the ma-
jority of "satisfieds" said there is "enough" and the majority of "want- mores" said there is "not

Table 1.

not enough enough
want to 40 26
know more 59.7% 38.8%

7 17
satisfied 29.2% 70.8%

enough." Second, when asked how they feel about whether Tucson has a water shortage 029, Table 2) the

Table 2.

no shortage no some serious
now but there shortage shortage shortage

could be
want to 7 18 35 8
know more 10.3. 26.5% 51.5ßi 11.8%

satisfied 3 10 9 2

12.5'1 41.7;.

mode answer of "satisfieds" was "no shortage ", while the mode answer of "want-mores" was "some short-
age." Answers for each group were skewed around these modes. Third, when asked which group uses the
least water in Pima County (Q35), 76 of "satisfieds" correctly said "homes and businesses ", while only
55 of "want-mores" gave the correct answer. On the other knowledge -check questions (Q15, where water
goes after a rain; Q26, where the city gets its water supply; Q27, how the city handles wastewater; Q28,
are there underground streams in Arizona; Q34, which group uses the most water in Pima County), there
was no significant difference in answers between the "satisfieds" and the "want-mores." In a larger
sample, more distinction might be seen. On the basis of the present sample, most people want to know
more about water issues. Those who are satisfied with their present knowledge feel there is enough wa-
ter information available, whereas those who want to know more feel there is not enough available.
" Satisfieds" tend to feel there is some water shortage. "Satisfieds" have the correct information more
often than do the "want- mores." In this sample, there was no significant difference in the number of
misconceptions expressed by the "satisfieds" and the "want-mores."

Hypothesis 2 asserts that "people assign water issues less- than -vital /moderate importance." This
idea was approached through four sub -hypotheses. Three were well- supported by the data (2a,2c,2d),
while one, 2b, was contradicted.

Hypothesis 2a: Water supply is not considered the most important water -related issue in Pima
County. Q3 addressed this sub -hypothesis directly, asking what "the most important water -related is-
sues in Pima County" are. The mode answer was "rates ", given by 27 of respondents. Second was con-
servation, given by 18 . Supply maintenance was third with 17 . Other answers included lowering of the
water table (6 ), finding new sources (6 ), promotion of truthful information (3 ), water harvesting
(2 ), and "there are no important water -related issues" (2 ). Eight percent said they didn't know.
Thus, the overall concern of water supply is not considered the most important water -related issue in
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Pima County.

Hypothesis 2b: Water issues are not considered important in electing officials. Q4 asked, "Do
you consider water issues important in electing officials ?" With 77% replying "yes" and only 19% re-
plying "no ", the opposite of this sub -hypothesis was shown.

Hypothesis 2c: People can't remember the water and sewer related issues from the July 25, 1978
bond election. When asked (Q8), 93% of those who had voted in the bond election could not remember any
of the issues. Seven percent remembered one in the most general sense.

Hypothesis 2d: People note their water consumption in monetary terms, not in volumetric terms.
Four questions together provide responses that clearly support this sub- hypothesis. Q22 and Q24 ask,

of those who think about water more when their water bill arrives (Q22) or when they pay it (Q24), in
what terms those extra thoughts are. Resoundingly, the majority think in terms of cost. In Q22, 66%

said their thoughts are in terms of cost, 12% said volume, and 22T said they think of both cost and
volume. In Q22, 69% said they think in terms of cost, 6% said volume, and 25% said both.

Hypothesis 3 proposes simply that "information can change use patterns." In the question sequence,
Q11 introduced the topic of information programs, asking if the respondent had heard of Tucson's Beat -
the -Peak program. Of those who said yes, Q12 then asked if they felt it was a worthwhile program. Q13

asked respondents if they felt the program had affected their water use; 73% said yes, confirming the
hypothesis. Seventeen percent said the program did not affect their water use because they were al-
ready so conservative; 10% simply said no. Q45 asked how people's use had changed since hearing about
Beat - the -Peak. The mode answer (32 %) was "shifted water use to off -peak times." The next two most

frequent responses were "stopped watering lawn" (30 %). Other responses included "cut outside use
greatly" (22 %), "watered alternate days" (14 %), "cut inside water use" (8 %), "installed water -saving
devices" (8 %), and "made changes for summers only" (4 %). Thus, while Beat- the -Peak was ostensibly pri-

marily a program to shift use out of peak hours and shift watering to alternate days, a number of
conservation- oriented behaviors resulted [ensued ?].

Hypothesis 4: People feel that there may be enough information available to voters on bond is-
sues, but it is not easy to find; accessibility is perceived as a problem. Two questions, Q16 and Q17,
directly address how people feel about the information they get, and the responses confirm this hypoth-
esis in part. Of those who responded concerning both amount of information available (Q16) and diffi-
culty of getting it (Q17), 50% said there is not enough and it is hard to get; 20% said there is enough
but it is hard to get; 2.5% said there is not enough information, but that little is easy to get.
Thus, 72.5'% are unhappy with either information accessibility or the amount of information available,
or both. The remaining 27.5% said there is enough information, and it is easy to get. Only 20% then

match hypothesis 4 completely; overall, a slight majority, 48% (Q16) feel not enough information is
available, and 58. (Q17) feel information is hard to find. The second half of the hypothesis is thus

supported by the data. More discussion of how people feel about the information they get may be found
in the discussion of hypothesis la.

Hypothesis 5: Information is failing to reach some people. (a) Some people haven't heard of

Beat - the -Peak. (b) Some people don't know who to call for water information. In response to Q11, 3%

said they had not heard of Beat -the -Peak. In Q10, respondents were asked who they would call if they

wanted some water supply information. Fifty -four percent said they would call the City of Tucson De-
partment of Water and Sewers (at this writing, the agency is now called the "Water Department "); 13%
said they would like to call the City but would not trust information the City might give out. Eight

percent said they would call the University of Arizona, 9;: cited friends and other agencies, and 16%
said they did not know who to call. This hypothesis is clearly supported by the data.

H othesis 6: News a er and TV are the best and second -best media for water information dissemi-
nation due to a breadth of audience both media and b the opportunity to have and study one's own

copy of the information (paper). This hypothesis is definitely supported by the data. Q19 and Q10 di-

rectly ask through what medium respondents now hear the most about water. The responses show that TV

(43 ) and newspapers (37 ",) outrank all others as present purveyors of water information. Other sources

ranked about even with each other. Among those people who said their information was from a combina-
tion of media, newspapers (42 ) and TV (30 ) were the two main second -sources. However, responses to

Q18 put another major contender in the running. Before being asked where they now get their water in-
formation, people were asked what the most convenient information medium for them would be. TV (235),

"pamphlets mailed to me" (21 ), and newspapers (20,'), ranked closely, and 12 said some combination of
news media would be most effective. Nine percent said "in my water bill" would be best. If "in my

water bill" and "pamphlets mailed to me" are combined, then the preference for having a personal copy
of the printed information, mailed to one's door (30 ) is clearly dominant. Hypothesis 6 is then true

for presently utilized information media, whereas information mailed to individuals could become the
best mode of information distribution.

Hypothesis 7: Water bills cause more water -related thinking than usual, and thus constitute a po-
tentially good information medium. Here the connecting assumption is that if the bill generates more

water -related thoughts, it will likewise cause greater attentiveness to enclosed water brochures.
Also, this may then turn to changes in water use. In response to Q21, 50 said they think about water
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more than usual on the day they receive their water bill. Of these, 60% said their thoughts are pri-
marily in terms of cost, and 20% said their thoughts are in terms of both cost and volume. In re-
sponse to 023, only 26% say they think about water more than usual when paying the bill. A number of
respondents commented that "it's just another bill." These responses together with the results under
hypothesis 6 suggest that mailings in water bills could be very popular, if not therefore effective.

Hypothesis 8: People do not feel they can affect City of Tucson water management policies as
voters. Q6 approaches this directly, and the responses give us three distinct thought groups, with a
slight skew toward optimism. Ten percent said they didn't know if they could affect policies as voters,
37% said no, 11% said "yes, if many others vote the same way I do ", and 42% said simply "yes." The in-
termediate group feel they have little power as individuals, but as part of a group could affect poli-
cies with their collective votes. The two end groups are approximately equal in size, but one group is
optimistic and the other is pessimistic about individual voter power. Responses of the pessimistic
group give partial support to this hypothesis. An attempt was made to find further support for the hy-
pothesis through correlating Q6 responses with voter registration (Q5), voting in the bond election
(Q7), and the individual's feeling of ability to affect the water supply situation by changing his own
use patterns (Q14). Unfortunately, no significant correlations were found, so neither support nor ar-
gument for the hypothesis was derived.

Hypothesis 9: People do not feel they can affect the water supply/demand problem by changing their
own use patterns. Here, a more distinct trend of optimism is seen (Q14) than in the responses to Q6.
Fifty -seven percent said they feel they can affect the water supply /demand situation by changing their
own use patterns, 20% said they could if many others also made changes, 10% said "no, since I'm already
so conservative ", 10% said simply "no ", and 3% did not know. Here a clear majority feel they can have
some effect on the situation. This hypothesis is clearly untrue for most people (77 %).

CONCLUSIONS

Sample size appeared to be a problem in this survey. The gender distribution was good (65% female,
35:, male), and the ethnic distribution was almost identical to the known ethnic distribution for the
City of Tucson. However, while the sample of 100 interviewees showed a representative spread of popu-
lation characteristics, answers to individual questions provided few conclusive patterns. With a sam-
ple of perhaps 1000 or 5000, there should be a better chance of observing patterns and finding correla-
tions among variables.

A number of the experimental hypotheses are generally supported by the data. While people tend to
view "water realities" simplistically, most people want to know more than they do now. People concep-
tualize their water use in terms of dollars spent per month, rather than volume consumed. In fact, the
Pima County water issue most often given as the most important was "water rates." Receiving information
via Tucson's Beat - the -Peak information program caused most interviewees to change their water use hab-
its; this supports the premise that information can affect demand. Of present information systems, most
people expressed dissatisfaction with either information accessibility, or the amount of information
available, or both. Three percent of those interviewed had not even heard of the Beat- the -Peak program,
supporting the hypothesis that information is failing to reach some people. The most preferred present
media for conveying water information are clearly newspaper and television. However, given open choice,
most people would prefer informative pamphlets mailed to their homes. Half of those interviewed said
that receiving their monthly water bill causes them to have more water -related thoughts; thus, informa-
tion mailed with the water bill might be more effective than information mailed separately, due to
greater interest generated by receipt of the bill. People are evenly divided on whether or not they can
affect water management policies as voters, but most people feel they can affect the water supply /demand
situation by changing their own use patterns.

Originally, the primary objective of this writing was to enumerate the success or non -success of
meeting the objectives of the central experiment: a random -sample survey. However, it is now clear
that the experimental design was not tightly enough coordinated for the results generated by it to
clearly identify whether the objectives had been met or not. While this was very disappointing, it pro-
vided additional support for the practice of performing pilot studies, of which this is one. This pilot
study proved its usefulness by producing data on which useful observations may be made and providing
much guidance for the next study. It is clear that a more careful design will be necessary for the next
survey instrument if more meaningful results are to be obtained.
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